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Chapter 1
Introduction
The principle goal of education is to create men who are capable of doing new
things, not simply of repeating what other generations have done - men who are
creative, inventive and discoverers
-- Jean Piaget (qtd. in Bolvin 100)
I always had an extraordinary attraction for the electronic media from my childhood,
especially towards television channel. I have always been dreaming about working
behind the camera where I will get the opportunity to present my ideas with a coat of
reality. After getting admitted in BRAC University I have got the opportunity to create a
path towards my dream as the Department Of English and Humanities was providing me
the opportunity to choose Media and Cultural Studies stream as my concentration.
I have been studying Media and Cultural Studies, Globalization and Media, Copywriting,
Editing, English For Print Media and so on which provided me with the opportunity to
know new things about media from an insider's and outsider's view which really helped
me to deal with my responsibilities during my internship. However, the faculties of this
Department always teach us to think out of the box instead of believing or following any
particular formula in case of analyzing or observing anything. We are always told to
incorporate our own point of view in can case of dealing with the theories or any cultural
text. This aspect of my learning really helped me to observe my surrounding in a different
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way and it helped me to enrich my experience with knowledge observed from different
perspectives.
I was always interested to do my internship in any electronic media, especially in a
television channel. That is why, after finishing 93 credits, when Prof. Firdous Azim,
Chairperson of the Department of English and my advisor Ms. Rukhsana Rahim
Chowdhury advised me to go for an internship, I did not want to lose that opportunity.
One of my friends Mr. Kamrul Hasan Mithon, a photographer of Nymphea advertising
suggested that I could go for BanglaVision, which is one of the leading satellite channels
in Bangladesh. I gave it a thought and talked to Professor Firdous Azim and Professor
Syed Manzoorul lsalm about it. After getting their consents I went to BanglaVision to
talk to the Head of the Program Department Mr. Shamim Shahed as I was interested more
in making programs. He looked at my CV and interviewed me before giving permission
to join BanglaVision as an intern.
My journey as an intern started on 18th September 2011 and continued till 9th February
2012. The experience I have gathered through this internship has given me the
opportunity to judge myself and also opened new possibilities in front of me where I will
get the chance to explore my creative streaks. That is why I would like to thank BRAC
University and specially my department for providing me this opportunity.
This report will provide a general overview of the structure and function of the Program
Department of BanglaVision. Besides, it will also focus on different aspects of the
programs in the light of different theories of Media and Cultural Studies.
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Chapter 2
A Brief Introduction of BanglaVision
2.1. Background
BanglaVision is a satellite television channel owned by Shamol Bangla Media Limited. It
is a 24 hours satellite TV channel which telecast different kinds of programs like
entertainment programs including plays, music , dances, educational program,
development -oriented program, analytical talk -shows, religious programs , health and so
on. Besides , BanglaVision also telecast 10 news bulletins everyday having a duration of
5- 40 minutes . It also produces some programs that analysises current news and views.
BanglaVision has begun its formal transmission on 31 March 2006 through satellite
Telstar 10 Now APT 2R. Since then the channel is continuing non-stop transmission for
24-hours everyday by broadcasting various programs and news bulletins. BanglaVision
has stepped into the seventh year on 31 March 2012.
Though BanglaVision is only seven years old, already it has become one of the top
ranking and fastest growing TV channels in Bangladesh. BanglaVision is a well-known
name in the Bangladeshi media world . The fame and space of this channel has flourished
across the border as well . Now BanglaVision has reached to the viewers of Korea, Japan,
Australia , some countries of Middle East, West Asia, North Africa, Europe and North
America ("About").
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2.2. Vision of BanglaVision
The vision of BanglaVision is to convey the message that our country was liberated
through a liberation war and that is why we should forward this message to our next
generation so that the people's decision to sacrifice their lives for our future does not go
in vain. BanglaVision wants to uphold the struggles of Bangladesh as well as its culture,
heritage and history of Bangladesh to let the world know about our country.
BanglaVision also has engaged itself to build a bridge to connect Bangladeshi and world
culture ("About").
2.3. The Logo of BanglaVision
The logo of BanglaVision includs alphabets of our mother tongue- Bangla, the National
Monument and the national flag which represent the sentiment of the freedom loving
people of Bangladesh ("About").
2.4. The Headquarter of BanglaVision
The headquarter of BanglaVision is situated at Noor Tower, 73 Bir Uttam C R Dutta
Road, Dhaka. The three highly equipped studios and other technical installations are
situated on the 12th 15th and 16th floors of the Noor Tower. 12th floor is for the
Management Department. 15th floor is for the Program Department and 16th floor is for
News Department. Though the departments have separate functions in the office, they use
the same studios while producing their programs. The props of the studios are changed
according to the individual department's needs. ("About")
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2.5. The Management
BanglaVision is under the outstanding leadership of Mr. Abdul Haque, the honorable
Chairman and Mr. Mohammad Aminul Huq, Managing Director who are directing this
TV channel toward the way of success in the world of media. Besides, there are 8 more
directors who are associated with the management of BanglaVision to lead this
organization with their dynamic leadership and they are-
1. Mr. Md. Ashraf Uddin Ahmed, FC
2. Mr. Ahsanul Basar
3. Mr. Ahmed Hasan
4. Mr. Mustasim Mahmud Khan (Pannu)
5. Mr. Md. Azizul Haque
6. Mr. S. A. K. Ekramuzzaman
7. Mr. Syed A. K. Anwaruzzaman
8. Mr. Md. Delwar Hossain ("About")
2.6. The Departments
BanglaVision is basically divided into six departments-
1. HR & Administration
2. News & Current Affairs
3. program
4. Broadcast & Engineering
5. Marketing & Sales
6. Finance & Accounts
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Among these departments, the Program department is inter related with the Broadcast &
Engineering department as from the step of producing to telecast the program department
needs the help of Broadcast & Engineering department. ("About")
2.7. Program Department
The program department is basically associated with producing entertaining program. It
produces verity of choices with the concern of entertaining all kinds of audiences. The
people of this department produce programs like musical shows, talk shows, drama,
singing and dancing competitions, late night show, live shows and so on ("About"). It
also produces program on special occasions like Pohela Boishakh, Victory Day,
Independent Day, Eid, Puja and other national and international occasions. The Head of
the Program Department is Shamim Shahed and the Program Manager is Dewan Shamsur
Rakib. The hierarchy of the employee of this department is given on the next page-
Program Head
Program Manager
Assistant Program Manager
Senior Program Producer
Program Producer
Assistant Program Producer
Free Lancers
Figure 1: Hierarchy of Program Department of BanglaVision
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Chapter: 03
My Learning at BanglaVision
3.1. The Steps of Making a Program
The procedure of making a program is divided into three basic steps-pre-production,
production and post-production. Pre-production basically refers to the preparations before
making a program. Generally pre-production includes planning, budget making, crew
casting, set-designing, selecting light and color of the background, researching, script
writing, shot division, dealing with sponsorship and so on . Basically pre-production starts
with the idea of making a program and ends with giving this idea a shape which leads it
to production.
Production is the part where the program is made which includes directing, capturing,
camera setting, following the script, maintaining shot division, making the cast act, time
code setting, editing and so on. It means all the work which is done in the pre-production
stage come to its function. This aspect is different in case of live shows and recorded
shows as in live shows the editing is done on line. However, the recorded shows enjoy
the privilege of editing through which it can polish and modify its flows. Here it should
be mentioned that though set designing or make up or lighting means dealing with all the
aspects of program making is not the responsibility of the producer, but the producer
needs to have clear ides regarding these aspect just like an editor of a newspaper who also
needs the clear idea about every aspect of a news. The way an editor can not produce
good news without having the clear knowledge; it is also true for the producer as without
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havinh the clear idea about set, light, make-up and so on a producer will not be able to
produce a good program.
The completion of production leads to post-production where the program goes on air.
Here maintaining the Time Code/TC is really important as it indicates the duration of the
program which helps the people to trace the timing of the program and when to inject the
advertisement in or out. In the live shows the pre-production and post-production is done
at the same time. However, it the program maintain the policy of repeating then the
procedure of the post-production continues where the TC is written after the recording of
the program. On the other hand, in recorded show TC is written after editing and before
broadcasting the program.
Making Program
Pre-Production Production Post-Production
1 1 1
-Planning, -maintaining the script, -editing
-researching, -following the shot division, -dowloading
-budget making, -making the cast act etc -broadcasting
-casting crew,
-set desgining,
-script writing,
-shot division etc.
Figure 2: Figure 2: Stapes of Making a Program
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3.2. Technical Aspect of Making a Program
Shot division:
Before making a program the producer needs to divide the script into different parts to
make the recording smoother and to have a clear idea about which part of the script will
be shot from which angle. This procedure is known as shot division. It is not applicable
for live programs as they are edited instantly on air which is also called "Online Editing".
Link:
Link is the part of the script which is presented by the presenter alone. To some extent it
can be refered as the voice or presence of the presenter according to the script.
Pan Shot:
Panning refers to a particular style of moving the camera where the camera moves
horizontally from the right or left. This shot is used to focus or follow the movement of
any object.
Figure3: Pan shot used in Din Protidin
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Master shot and close shot:
Master shot and close shots are the angles of camera frame. A program is captured from
different camera frames. Master shot is also known as two shot as well. In master shots
the focus of the camera remains on the whole set where presenter and guests remains in
the same frame. However, in close shot the camera frame remains only on one person.
Figure4 : Master and close shot used in Art Show Lai Golap.
Master Cut:
In live shows, the producer uses a master camera to take the shot of the whole set along
with the participants. Generally the producer starts the live show with this masret cut to
show an overall view of the set to the audience.
Single Shot:
In talk shows, when only one person talks, the producer directs the cameraman to use
`single shot' so that only the speaker is seen to the audience.
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Trolley Shot:
Generally, every studio has a main camera mounted on a platform which rolls on tracks.
The producers can direct the camera man to move the camera from left or right form a
parallel distance.
Zoom In and Out:
If the producer wants to focus on any object closely, he/she uses the `zoom in' technique.
However, `zoom out' is used to focus on something from a rational eye distance where it
will not look blurry.
Rush:
Rush refers to the random recording or the whole recording of the program during the
shooting of the program. In case of rush the producer can recycle the cassette of other
programs as well which were also used for capturing the rush. While capturing the rush
the producer needs to trace the duration of the recording so that the editor can get the idea
about the duration of the particular segment and after editing when the downloading goes
on, the producer trace the Time Code/TC in the TC sheet.
Capture and VTR:
Capture refers to the recording of the program. In BanglaVision the producers use Video
Tape during the recording. Then, they send the video tape to the editors to edit. Editors
captute the `rush' in the computer for editing. When the editing is completed the editors
recapture the edited program in another video tape. This vedio tape is known as master
copy or master tape. This master copy is telecast to the audience.
VTR refers to Video Tape Recorder. For capturing the producers and editors use this
machine.
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Figure 5: Vedio Tape Recorder
Revive:
This is a technical aspect basically done by the sound engineer when any musical show
goes on by using sound controller. Besides it is also used in different shows where the
participants sing. Generally revive is used to revitalize the music which become shooting
to hear.
Talkback:
This is a device with is used specially by the presenter and cameraman to be in contact
with each other while the recording or broadcasting goes on. Through this device the
producer controls the activities of the studio.
Text plate
Subtitle of any program is known as text plate (please see Appendex 4). This plate can be
illustrated according to its necessity. All the text plates are made in graphics.
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Computer Graphics (CG):
It is a video plate which includes theme and graphics of a certain program. It represents
the program at a first glance. It includes the title of the program and symbolizes the
identity of the program as well.
Aston plate:
The scroll which flashes the name of the presenter and participants is known as Aston
plate
Timeline:
While editing, the audios and videos of the program can be edited particularly as the
software (Adobe Premier) shows the audio tracks and video tracks distinctly. It is known
as time line. The editor can fix, use, remove, or set multiple timeline panel at a time.
Basically, it is used in recording shows which need to be edited by the
editors.
Figure 6: Timeline in Adobe Premire
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Video speed:
It is the language of the software that is used to edit programs. Every video has a speed
means how fast or slow it will run. The standard rate of a video speed is 100%. The less
the speed of the video is the more it will run fast and vice versa. In case of adding any
video clip the editor fixes this video speed according to the demand of the producer.
Frame drop out:
When an audio goes without video footage, is called Frame drop out. It generally happens
during the downloading of the program after editing.
Download:
After finishing the editing the editor recaptures the edited version of the program in the
Video Tape and this recapturing is known as download.
TC and TC sheet:
TC refers to the time code which informs the duration of the segements of a program. TC
in refers to the starting and TC out refers to the end of the particular segment. This TC is
written on a particulae chart based sheet which is known as TC sheet. TC in and out
divided into four parts-a) hour, b) minute, c) Second and d) fram.
Insert:
Continual inclusion of the same frame can be odd looking and to avoid it the producer
asks the key board controller to capture some "insert" or extra close shot so that it can be
included during the editing of the program. Basically, insert refers to the extra shot which
is taken during the recording or after the recording of the program.
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Producer Control Room (PCR):
It refers to the control room from where the producer controls every aspect of making a
program while the recording goes on or while the live shows go on air.
Figure7: Producer 's Control Room
3.3. Some Other Aspect of Making a Program
Planning:
The term planning refers to the process of taking all the preparation of program making
from beginning to end. Without planning the people of the program unit will not be able
to finish it on time. Whatever type of program it is-recorded or live planning is must. As I
was assigned to two recorded programs I observed the way of planning very closely. First
the producer needs to think of an idea about the studio schedule as on the basis of that he
has to plan how many episodes he will be able to shoot. Then, he has to check how many
episodes he has extra. After that he contacts the presenters and makes sure whether they
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are available on the basis of studio schedule. After that he asks his assistants or he
himself prepares the scripts. Meanwhile, he selects and invites the guests.
Inviting the guests:
For regular recorded program like Din Protidin, most of the time the guests are picked
from current programs or exhibitions but different guests are also called on the basis of
different occasions like, Independent Day, International Mother Language Day, Birthday
and death anniversary of different dominating figure (Abbasuddin Ahmed, A.K Fazlul
Haq etc.) and it is the most preferred way of selecting the guests. For Program like Art
Show Lal Golap guest are selected according to the topic of the episodes. However, for
live shows guests are selected on the basis of the theme of the program like if the
program is on politics then the guests will be politicians.
Script : It refers to such a written language which is used to direct the whole program in
an organized way.
Cue sheet:
Cue sheet is a part of a script which contains the sequence of which segment of the
programme will come after which one. It basically contains the indication of a whole
episode and to some extent it provides the whole idea about a program in one glance
(please see Appendix 2). A cue sheet is very important for both producers and editors. It
means that everyone has to follow the sequence mentioned in cue sheet and it helps them
to have a clear idea about what and how they are going to deal with the program. The
producer follows this cue sheet to direct the program during the recording. The editor
follows the same cue sheet to have a clear idea about the chronological inclusion of the
sequences during editing. Though to some extent shot division and cue sheet sound same
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but the difference is that the cue sheet just mentions about the segments which has to be
captured. But shot division decides the camera angles and the number of shots as well,
for example in Art Show Lal Golap the shots of link were taken twice. First, by using the
master shot, and then by using the close shot.
Info-sheet:
This is also a part of script but it is not commonly used by the producer. In BanglaVision
it is only used in the Art Show Lal Golap. It contains relevant information regarding the
topic of the particular segment to enrich the credibility of the program (please see
Appendix 3).
Building Rapport:
Rapport refers to the impression created by any person or organization over others.
Building and maintaining good rapport is always important for any organization because,
they attract their consumers on the basis of a good rapport. BanglaVision is not
exceptional from that as it also remains really concern to maintain good rapport
especially with the high profile guest and for that they used to celebrate the birthday of
their guests, different organization, gives them coffee mugs with the logo of
BanglaVision and so on. For example, they have celebrated the birth anniversary of Little
River Band mostly known as LRB to show the channel's warmth towards them.
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Chapter 4
My Experience
"1 am a canvas of my experiences, my story is etched in lines and shading, and you can
read it on my arms, my legs, my shoulders, and my stomach."
- Kat Von D
Though when I applied to BanglaVision I was expected to work under Sazzad Hossain,
Senior Program Producer of BanglaVision but the day I was appointed I came to know
that I was assigned to different programs under the supervision of Ms. Tahmina Sultana
Mukta. I was given two recorded programs-Din Protidin and Art Show Lal Golap.
4.1. Din Protidin
Din Protidin is an infotainment program which combines information and entertainment.
It is a daily morning show which is telecast at 8:30a.m. This type of program is also
known as breakfast show. As it is a regular program, it is produced under the direction of
two co-producers- Tahmina Mukta and Prosun Borua. The duration of this program is 20
minutes. Every episode of Din Protidin is divided into seven segments where the last
segment is based on the interview of an invited guest. This segment is known as Ananda
Adda. Different kinds of guests are invited in this program like dancers, writers, painters,
actor-actresses, politicians, musicians, singers and so on. Basically most of the time the
guests are picked up from current programs or exhibitions but different guests are also
called on the basis of different occasions like, the Independent Day, International Mother
Language Day, Birthday and Death anniversary of different dominating figure
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(Abbasuddin Ahmed, A.K Fazlul Haq etc.) and it is the most preferred way of selecting
the guest.
4.2. Background of Din Protidin
Din Protidin is a new version of another daily morning program named Shuvo Sokal
which was used to be telecast at 8:30a.m. But in 2009 this program did not continue and
it was reopened with the name of Din Protidin in 2010. However, the script that Din
Protidin uses is the modified version of Shuvo Sokal's script. The planning and the script
of Shuvo Sokal were done by Rabi Shankar Moittri and the same producers were working
for this program. Continuing a daily program is a tough job and if it has the segment of
interviewing guests then it becomes tougher as arranging new guest for everyday is not
an easy job. But, now Mr. Shankar is not working with BanglaVision and maybe when he
left the program Shuvo Sokal was stopped.
4.3. The sample of planning and script of Shuvo Sokal
Before making a program the Head of Program Department assigns a producer for that
and he gets the responsibility of planning and arranging other necessary things. The
sample of the initial plan of Shuvo Sokal is given below-
Vv
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Figure 8: The Sample of planning of Shuvo Sokal
After planning the segements , the producer made a sample script of Shuvo Sokal.
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^. fiv C i 11 N 1M 9fl t "ZiTt
q. 1 f f -r*" , "-VfRr'q *' 's , ^t°t ^ 1f ?
^. fvF c at f ^t I s c14 l Sit i t ^^i si^?t f
a.^rt fti fxtr. wt, w kwcq 1W -T i famtP
f t art -N \S. k' * ?
^o. ' 1 1 4'l t f kw *cq, f t' mm I1 'i, ' f
'T ?
». fl 7t Wt ul 1 2tt Yfl T aft" r a WCXN aZ t ^
at'i, fr^ti frfi^^tutc
^'q I
Figure 9: Script of Shuvo Sokal
4.4. Journey of Din Protidin
Though Mr. Shankar was not working for BanglaVision anymore but his script was
followed in Din Protidin as well. In Bangladesh the practice of copywrite is kind of
absent. Besides, may be the channel possesses the right as it is in position to produce the
program and remain at the top of the hierarchy of power play. So new plan was made for
new Din Protidin with a little modification of Shuvo Sokal-
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1r tit 1 it
ff : ofgf
OR: M lr.oo
yt^. wt
fir fir art ('Pr ' t I c )
^. wtf f ^ I wti?* (MftTq f f15 w l l k" 4 f r mot)
8. wt tK (" Nit fit)
c^. fit, 9tf , T&K O"ct*
' . f qa f
wtetZ,-^Pl zftf^
^
f1?r * frn t (ter'8 r cv )
wtdtd ( w7tdt fit)
8. ,79tt^, 'O"ct*
'* ik 'r wt", "* cim)*
^. tc fk^
c3ilik
51?r " c m It
fir fir art ((C47 t cam)
-rff f* ZTM wtL ? ( ^ f wit h f ?r fl)*
8. wt;M ViTN (" wqqt T t)
8. V4 wt (c9FZ - " I, f^ f )
uL.:; q y` ft*
9. w1^tc w t
^. vrfirtr wt cr1
Z.f fir art(' pry tc )
^. wt9tf^ f* dtm wt ? (' ^ war ^ t 1t)
8. wt41;a qsiG6 ( 7it^1)
c^. (wtid,, , ^t1^1^h^t¢71ft'►)*
T411-4
yt;m wtm c t^tlFr 1
fir art (Pr ' "R1 cam)
^tdt*^. r p i t 1 cf'Tii
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8. (stlF 7q'^t fit)
1 lm;F ? -.Tt*
^. "Vol fWF
-ut 1. WIC G t^It^r
frr Ott ( Pr G )
8. Wt" (' tit ^fdGt)
itr tT)*ft f (fMZVK
^. tRmull 'O f r
9. WI^tZ
v m" C^tQI1?r 1
fir r tt (Z^Isr'vim t CG )
'. Wtn fir,
8. d (f ^k1 fit)
ct. W : Mi 's
^. fi
9. Wqistcqsl
f4-iTet^
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env T;FM koovb1"t td " br.00
" M I ^,,V qf fZoo'L I l^C-Q5-4 l8l-), 1
t l I a C ^r1C Tt, i Cwt t * t GM
I n Cwt ,Ott t i I C 1 ^11^, 1Si I DI4 Chi f*, Cwt
^T ^t1^ItLt^ f Iti I h D14 C- Get ? ql" n I ►4 , W,
q qIGTG--P q IZ rt ^ I
wtsto^i
^. fk
8. FP^f
tz^g. A-4k
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v?];foi wtr nf*g
'.NI-pt Cwtkat
8. =tt
c1. cwqGql;'l vv
^. ''i
lr.t 6hâ11
o. 8 wt^t C'it^tt
.twf^*
'.t
8. wtf C I8
lr. f^M;AIQ-l
o. CW i VVT
w-q
wt^r Zit ^f i i Zoo'S I 'p C^t^l^?I 't w eft I d * f tFr C
w w I wt^tv3 t ^ I *°ftC^t"t f ii ^ i ^^C I^
c^ ItfY1 1^ t 'e I
a ^t¢t 'h1 tt IL^^ It ^kt°f C^ f ^f b i I C d ^ t sf. " 1
fir ^t^ t C^tC" t w^ ^t; wtc wrlr w^ '' ^t
1 'tJtC^S fir , wt Dtt Csi ^^ wt r w ^tf^Car C t^ I
4'. wt -W
C.I 10 mv w1g;q1 wt ► , C^ 9tC^ wt t w ^ ltd ^ ,CST 'I^C6
I ^t^-wt^ art ^1 t^ wtf f°,i Ott I
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Ct b-o W1r t8 Cyr " C t6R C OW, CSI " t7T V41011 9 t CSI
G t d t z ^ ^, C C " -;q(\s n 1 V*CIT Cn iI^ wv-t fIL I
-M Wtct Cyr c A fe?r, C stt"fC Cat bf;q tom. " I
-^ffwr -jRft : ^^ 747 catr m f cuts 7'9f"
8. i 7
I car W^°. c ^rt^It ^1tc^ I car W1^1car 7 cpl^
-4, 0.49  i .1 mom I
it. r
fir , ZJX 7t--4 ^tt^t ^t it I wtt a Wit ftc c^tsl^rlf
CUC:T WA I Wig CJT^ C ^ ?1' L^ ^1sft ^tt^i I stlt ^ a11s11"1?I 7tf^r CGt ^ Get I
WO cmtw 1Zal xf Zit I 9I11 ;f "V JTM C 1 strl7r^ 7mtx1. Vi:k fzvo 9i" -iTt I QnFTf^
qt m v "7t 1 i d W t W O t t f^ C ' 5 6 I its t o - f T 1 r. WO
q r T -I m f 9tt'8
'?fl }1
I I*TT sttrf^ 9fl I to 9ttw I ^1 t o
c"1^11.cMQtc;" ' "911x1 9111.V1
1^r
, '1 I
'. Z5 tc ii i fi
c^tc^t ca^tc^t t Wks f f f I Wtcct f I ^ 9fl t CQtC^ C tt C f1
art f* ^ ctr I t
9.
f ?r W4 , "119t'\II.I ^t 1 ^r1 c 4 I ' I IC Ott ' c ^rf rt^t tst Tti 9t
=rtTcwr ?t1tc6 I mt'r fs c*UP c9t xtt;T C4" a4l-lll" -45W A ft ^
f $4 fif" WkI I A-^ 9 w1..Nv wt9t c c^ Z41 r1G, ffit C k I't "ttR
it I Wiest 19{a CtG^^ Ct^r Iit9 W4* Cif
cw, tL^^ -iTm vt^t Olt" I bft9t;q coos 9 - tC`17 ckcs^ -rt 9 z-t t, " c5tt^,
5144 Ate, vft f tt 's r cqt I v w 7;ils T vC¢ vn, Nik^ cstt .T,9
ft^r, 4 air t btr, r 1 ^^
d
eft7tw
ff^tt I
b-. T-MCiM
Wt^tc^ ►^ amt z^
,
f^ ^^ w^ wt^^oftm
T-mNtm o , , Qr^1)19t^ 6. Wt^ I
cir Wm IkF
?
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wt wt 1 Cizio ^^-amt Am ZWR w1r ftt 1 Ozio f*
?
8. wt C l 3 lff^ * V110 C 1 C I iqb^ G I C CGt Z f* i
t r I wta t t1 f* Ti 1 I' i1 T;M ?
A wf rat z it f ?
tpfz-rc^ fii ?
lr. 1 ft. 0" if^ F045 f^ 4*" wiv, ?
q!qF f ^ v z. t *4W?
)o. 'qtlk15w'l'q 'S fttGst St M zrYl7 1*? fq w t@ f ^ ?f
W C "W -<m ITC-q W ?
)). wt
-,q 1 ^ cr't ft 7 ft f*Oturt 'S' C ?
)^. wt^, ►^ wtL^t wtt^ i f I wt7 wt^
'qt CFRR wm w Ott 7kg I fit a-4ta nfa 9iMt I
' iktC t wt t f a fi b , tt f Ott f, w tc r I wi g
fit
ate
7
IR r f wt;q li^ c1 '51 t )Zolt
t : V')g(T-lr
Pf^ fit -4cc, tM --Tt C-tw 1I dP1 c;q^tm ^t I fir i, fit ff WC
wt wtlt w I firm s fit , dtm qfl i i
Figure 10: Initial plan of Din Protidin
However, this plan was not fully followed and now the final version of the script of Din
Prolidin looks like this-
f I -4: -a§ -- I) -aTt c .rlf )'o)) I't'd lr.oo
m r w" wt ^^r f c^tc^rt r wt^ 1 ? ft, fdc" I c^t^t 7 I
Wt f ca^tc^t 9itt c I wt^1Gtt wn
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c" ;Tcv I ^wm W 1 0
f, a0 * 11t i
of^at" ko» ORM f i e I rrdt f 4m
"f
wm zr f*
vvlql^
kiw e
c ate aqe
Wlzrtc^ wtt r^ ------------
Veto N11r fag
ci c f f ftr ^rc^tt wt^ of t i
Wtcatsfc'1 C J S 1 I s N a r c c N 1 f td ^kim T i T 1 a-4 fl
wt'1Tt;T I s f7c?1 1* m fkc 4tc 6 i
r art, t r fit, I etft^MG.Jq t ^e r i
f eta ccra1 d sr°, txt ti i
eI c w^re^rr t c^tc^ 1 cwt ^f 6t^ a ^e tc91 r^ ^rc^ t ter
w=try i ^Ittt carat it carart
, t i^^ cit 4k ire uc 1 a i s t
fm , vt i f t Ifflat xtzTt 1 -mm c fl
a-cw I afi^ c^c fay ImIT .1w aft - ^t t l-u
I w t ^ . T t AZT c " c I f-01 w" 'Prt i -tfl tw
t9t _ I c 7m -1za I cu" -.qtfr V cdtcf c9H 1 ZM
wrrw f i
to Wt8iz1 f
?rttMtfvfr^^^tcstf i
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fm 71* Wt ^ 9tttt f t r ' kl ' A W t 'i, V9tiTM r' I 'AA ' fl 1
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Wttcc Ve-dTtP
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Wl i 7N551
Wt^tC^^ W^ ----- b^ Ott ^ ^ sitCYt I
fir rte, 'q4t It s Wf^f ^inr4 I
^f r^ ^ Wl t Wt'I^li l ^ ^t1 Io" fwm I i ,k*d WtCsl C?i t i , f4ii
Wl uz6t rte -A W I Wr't^T1Chd Wtd alt t I
Wt lz ' a" ^f i W q f17;j -
7 t^s?r1;q, »o isr WIC catd, li ^^o^ I
t : ir%W\WI(f-tr
dinprotidin@banglavision.ty
G tai'ti 1, z ^ Cal ! 'q Ofkw; t 37 54 C91 dM W1?i i l tt I
f em t1, i n Ott , r qtT;T 17M JTR t f4-.-q 7RM ti! M c m I
Figure 11: Final plan of Din Protidin
So, ultimately it can be seen that though a new plan was made for this program which
shows some inclusion of new ideas but it was not followed and the old version of the
script was followed and a very few things were added which basically did not need much
creativity. Another interesting aspect is that in the new scripts of Din Protidin some
segments of Shuvo Sokal was cutout which can be considered as an unsuccessful trial to
make it a unique program. Besides, it can be considered as the ignorance of the producers
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to create a new script or unwillingness to work hard as in the new script there is no
inclusion of the interview questions which were present in the scripts of Shuvo Sokal
which shows that the producers were coming up with the questions by consulting with the
guest before recording. However, there is one point which can be noted as love and
dedication for the program shown by Mr. Shankar and that is making an interview
question needs time and research and Mr. Shankar spent his time and devotion to make
the question lists for the guests before recording.
4.5. A Precious Experience of Promoting My University
On 2d and 3rd December 2011, BRAC University had organized a biennial international
conference of IACSS which was hosted by Department of English and Humanities,
BRAC University. All the members of English department were really eager to promote
this conference and as I was doing my internship in a leading TV. Channel-BanglaVision,
we took this opportunity. To promote this program by requesting my supervisor I had
arranged the permission for an interview. Though I had to get the approval of our Head of
Program but it was not difficult as he is a very helpful person. At the beginning I was
supposed to call Professor Ferdous Azim, Chairperson of our department who is a well-
known figure. But later on we had to go for a change as Professior Azim was loaded with
lots of work regarding the preparation of this conference and she referred to Dr. Seuty
Sabur, Assistant Professor of Department of Economics and Social Sciences, BRAC
University. Ms. Sabur was one of the organisers of this conference. This was an
opportunity to show my caliber and prove that I too can manage some official work. So,
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to fix a date of this interview, first I contact my supervisor to fix a date and it was 9th
December, 2011. Then I had contacted my university supervisor Ms. Sabreena Ahmed to
get Ms. Sabur's contact number. After that I called her to know whether she was ok with
the date and time or not. After confirming the date and time, I informed the assistant of
my supervisor Mr. Jamal Uddin at Banglavision. Then to prepare the interview questions,
I went through the sites where information about this organization and conference was
given and I also consulted with Ms. Sabreena and she helped me to prepare the questions.
On 9th December 2011 before the arrival of the guest I talked to the host of the program
and gave her a briefing regarding the conference. It was a huge help for the interview as
at the ending point of the interview session we saw that the prepared questions were not
enough to cover the duration and that is why we need to come up with some instant
questions. At that point, as the host was already informed about the conference and
organization, she came up with some questions by herself and I also provided some.
Fortunately the interview was successfully done and it was telecast on 14th December at
8:30a.m. The most important aspect of this interview was that the producer had accepted
my ideas very easily and unconventionally provided me the opportunity to use the
talkback to talk to the presenter directly from the control panel while the interview was
going on which never happened before. Here it should be mentioned that this interview
was directed by Mr. Prosun Borua, the co-producer of "Din Protidin" and he is not my
supervisor. However, he gave me a lot of freedom and was quite liberal in case of
accepting my ideas. While I was dealing with this interview I did enjoy a lot and for the
first time I felt like doing something or working at office. Here, one point should be
mentioned that, it can be seemed like I was biased in case of dealing with this particular
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interview. But the truth is I had prepared all the interview questions with same
seriousness. But here the only thing I was concerned about is that I did not want to loose
this opportunity to work as among the members of my team no one had better ideas on
the conference than me. So, basically I had an indirect authority to express my opinion
and to do all the pre-production work for this particular episode.
Mr. Shamim Shahed helped me a lot in case of promoting this conference. First he
approved my guest for interview. Then, on 12th December 2011, BRAC University sent a
press conference regarding this conference and because of my request he requested the
News Department to join that conference. Moreover, he asked another producer of
Program Department to cover this conference in a program called "Bichitra" which was
telecasted on 21st December at 5:20p.m.
The sample of the questionnaire used in the nterview session is given below-
;3iTsn9t s9 aa, sv fs>a BRAC University aa, BRAC Development Institute as srt^r
7cm^ Inter Asia Cultural Studies Society (IASCC) i a^ d a i a err
4ffTa ;Sf i 1T TTC 1 N1 4r v qft^ ^ vT. f 7r V1 v bra 3iTN i
1) IACSS as ^qT7 r I i?
2) IACSS as ( f^7?
3) a^ 7 frciar r "Cultural Transformations: Development Initiatives and Social
Movement" i c a^ aq f T agar ?
4) TaT TraT a^ aa, aura r as 4 a ?
5) T^Tff A q as zTrctT TaT ?
6) c a^ ^ rc'r sr: a Ica?
7) a^ atzrrca c i journal ff Tard fi^ @w z ?
T I. ll I a 111T 4 C @ a^ f w d NTF f T 7 F c x r d 3T, r c r. rar aa,
F7 sT, \5 f^7 c it r 'rfaf^ T7g a^ tTrm w c I
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Figure 12: Interview Question Prepared for Dr . Seuty Sabur
4.6. Art Show Lai Golap
Art show Lal Golap is also an info-tainment program which is telecast at 11:30 p.m. on
Saturday. Mr. Shafique Rahman, who is one of the leading media personalities of this
country, is the presenter of this program. From research to script writing-all the Pre-
Production work is done by Mr. Shafique Rahman. He decides the topic of the show,
invites the guests and also selects the movie clips. Besides, he also translates the
dialogues of the movies. However, for translating the movies he has an assistant, Ahmed
Fahim Nirob who translates only the Hindi movies. Mr. Rahman translates the English
Movies by himself. The information is also gathered by Mr. Rahman and he also the cue
of the program as well and the producer follows it. One of the most interesting aspects of
this program is that Mr. Rahman does not use any interview script. He talks to the guest
very casually and comes up with the question instantly. He can do it because before the
recording he gathers all the information regarding the topic. That is why he has a clear
idea about what he is suppose to ask. Another interesting aspect is that Mr. Rahman does
not use any Talkback and that is why the producer cannot communicate with him
directly. It basically proves that he is confident enough to handle the program by himself.
Then, all the shots except the interview are taken twice. While the interview goes on the
shots are captured by using the frame of three cameras where the master shot gets more
priority. However, after the interview the shot of the script are taken twice but at that time
only one camera is used and the frame is known as close shot. Maintaining the headroom,
scaling, light and color of the frame is very important and most of all the color and light
ratio of every camera frame must be the same. Otherwise it will not look proper and
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relevant. This aspect of the camera is basically controlled by the producer and according
to the direction the cameramen fix it.
However, he is the one who prepares the script and do all the necessary research. Besides,
he collects and selects relevant video clips regarding the topic of the show and he decides
the topic and guests too. This program is one of the highest budget programs of
BanglaVision and though Mr. Rahman is an outsider, he controls the whole program;
even the final version of editing except when he remains out of town. Mr. Rahman's
dedication toward this program is commendable as he is involved with the making of the
program from the beginning to the end.
4.7. Background of Art Show Lal Golap
Ms. Tahmina Mukta is the producer of Art Show Lal Golap. However, earlier it was
produced by Dewan Shamsur Rakib and at that time Mrs. Mukta was the Assistant
Producer of this program. Because of the pressure of work Mr. Rakib handed over the
program to Ms. Mukta.
The idea of Lal Golap was given by Mr. Shafique Rahman and some years ago it was a
popular TV. program of BTV (Bangladesh Television). However, at that time theme and
topic was entirely based on entirely interesting topics chosen by him. But now after
switching to BanglaVision he has changed the theme and now different types of topics
can be seen. One day Mr. Rahman said that "No program can be timeless. That is why
now I am trying to bring some variation to keep its popularity."
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4.7. Sample of the Script of Lal Golap
The script of Lal Golap is mainly divided into two parts. One is cue sheet and another is
info sheet. Cue sheet is the most important part of the script and while the recording of
the show goes on the producer and Mr. Rahman follows the queue sheet. Mr. Shafique
Rahman e-mails the script especially the cue sheet to the producer 3/4 hours before the
recording of Lal Golap. There is another sheet which is known as sub title sheet which is
basically the translation of the video clips. It is used while the editing goes on.
Cue sheet shows the sequence of a particular episode, means what will have to do and
what will come after one another. A sample of cue sheet is given below-
r CIt't f*q f0
-4 : la
FM
C b^ : 'kit C'it Zoe
l :o1WZo»
Ttft 1 k an d tz-fk I c W t c l k i i ? Wl cff" WT ` C- q 1 CstlMim I
1' fmpf;q t °* I Zo 5tltst, 7,011W 9n tC"tt 2?1 Viff ^9 tad U
O'N ufT l I 'q wr; C-M -Z?t GStm GJO F1_t^  '^.t ^1r,ooo out CKO lt'T I
tICI I
^I I I
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ct 9* -.Tp" s* siTtQ " WIC mvcw ' ? , ow" it Wit -c cTt vt7vI1
WIC" c trtt9t Wm t -i zm -^q =T *-4qm I
f44'
Ott f^c^r Ott t Wt t ^ tt^t Wtc i fit wf =Tt i T W^7t 1 WN t 91.1 l?t
^rtz^t ^ Wttst c w f Wt t ft m I
t
f0t ,5
i it W19t• tfflz.F '^t`t"t ^tzu d fs^9t i ^t?1^ =it t fit, Wtt t?t ^t^it-tG
f iwcgt "t t9 i ^ F1c c i t^1^ttG , ^tsftd 1i ^1 t t 'e^i'^t
fa S
"tt t '5 t9 f FtGdc• 1 ^?IL^-t •tfl tG 91kc' .i , 'Dtt W ^t^ rZ'tt Dt^T1 t' ^ ^t
`N I^."IIV'11 ^7 ^T9^
i \f1rta Ufa i
Wt9t;TtL g tit Wt t ft' k it i
A CT" "IJ It."
^`^o
la^l
'^07 ^
' 9 t
'
u `V ` I ^ k` 1 ' ^ . '^ 1 t 'aim T 1^ VCR m 1 t
t""^^Y^9t ^ l t ^+II
p
tVIWI qZ.t'7 u,,l tb 9ttl"1 t G' 9 '11
Wrn9IU I1 f 9t ? t*WI" fg;q --7t Wtt7?
W C ttm
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F^st a
IINM9M » i voiTm 'DfGg1 i I * I w 1 l r 1*0 gurus
C91 i-i I
I
1 t 'S --W vtr-T
'qvcd ct f Will c tC^t c^11slU itt * 1 I
ift ':
Tq1 Vc 9iJ, ^^ f$^f l I "f1 ^^ L^1 T'6 DtT I C 1 d b-rC^t
I
i qVi lu-i1 I
cqMMt 7VT cffv I
W i e r ^ C ;)ii.i i 1 s t " C d 1 " Wt i Zook -a C - M W1i-^ ;qi9t I 'A% ''11 l
CF C'M t f ky^ If-Ij I C" C-M 77 Wt-'-PM C'°'t'T Cj'-PT c1ttg1 "tclk I
cF ^ 'Tt^ if -.qt qrqm C'°'t 1 vCG 'A1 I
Figure 13: Cue sheet of Art Show Lal Golap
Info sheet contains the information regarding the topic of the particular episode. For
example if the episode is about a famous personality then the info sheet will contain
information regarding his life and work, in the recording there is no use of info sheet.
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Tahmina Akter who is hired to give voice to the info sheet which is recorded and edited
and while the editing of the show goes on the editor includes the voice with the text.
However, to make the information more relative they use still pictures collected from the
internet. A sample of info sheet is given below-
fr c'11^11 Z i i
9CQ : 9^
G> RI -qs I : 01 wC 1 Zo»
9" 10 379 9 V C" W" ^kq I 'Q;F
, tW tc9t wtG ^t 1 8 wed Iatq-C6 Vii; 1 ^t ^ijjekjo
G?I is w CF?r 1 9 Sul f 'S" I
a^9r wtc ^t b 9m •{J't 1z^ sRTG t1 ^ 9tt^t^ I C{i a 1^ ' V 4T
^t^Z^Itf' t , C 1^f Ch"t^ 2r Ir ^tut^ 9tt I C c P't 1 7 d f 'itb`
Zc^ 9ttdCd I
'A ° f t r^0 t ^ I A z l it C qJl - si°.ztc9t
ilM (NASA) w1 crTT w b 10ttG-11, ZqWjf4 wtf lq Wit, i ^
m^^tt Wit, t t1 i G'°'isi 9t 6 r wit Wit, wt 1 e 9
5flt t 911 v ^7tf^t I
t^" :fire twt
c S-qftD-T 1 CG I -"re rt 9fl r 'K VW I ^tsit-^ . Z^1^ ^t w1^1Z't 9tt^1Z^t
^?r c if 1^ Cfi9t * c c i I ^ ^ ^t?i 3iLGd I
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10 I 'o Jaya-a A a fir Wt4*Ala^rVV
w r I^ t^ c t c -1 I
, wt ^ what 1 ici mat nr fr i tt Wit, war ca;tc^t
cat 1t r OR t wtck fit oq t C!11 mat, c9 wtcat whit Is wt1raasca; ftr rV, I
ICIMU
Figure 14: Info sheet ofArt Show Lai Golap
While the editing of Lal Golap goes on, the translated dialogues of the movie clips are
pasted with the video track by using text plate which is known as subtitle. Sample of
subtitle sheet is given below-
rGtMNuic,f"0
-t4: 'Iq
G k: Zb csft'tiT+Ta Zo»
: o^ wa ^o»
'vc"
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1Owoi
c C boos 5101-1 VCWt^ WO M c9tcarf i
WOO c I1 I
omfimw 9I41t w iii Wt t f 9t tit f f^ i
N 1 tcT f t 9 r \ t f I
f
ov-4 qtft wm;Tt tc 9 f r t i
fstc-ttM q^ n-t s c rn9t i t i
cG9t b m r t c l - i , f t ? stltQ^ i
7 liloull"Mm Wm'-4 ^^ etc Wt^c^ i
,I V 19 v q -4C ,Jlt 1 ^7 W ui: V' 1T.^t9t t `I' X11 t^.`i
A Soo I
l1 i wtcq^ qi
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^ eat -tom worat "q^ f
c ^ wt f f f motif tistt 1 c t fart s aye wtc^t we
's wtxr t i -t +m ear r Ttcq i
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Figure 15: Subtitle sheet ofArt Show Lal Golap
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Chapter 5
My Observation as a Student of Media and Cultural Studies
5.1. The office architecture and "The Eye of Power"
In the article "The Eye of Power" Michel Foucault has talked about "Panopticon" which
is an architectural design of a watch tower where everything can be seen. This idea of
"Pnopticon" is basically given by Jeremy Bentham where he talks about "the art of
building corresponded to rthe need to make power, divinity and might manifest"
(Foucaultl48). This concept of "Panopticon" is adopted by Foucault. According to
Foucault to control a society and to direct the principle of the people we are establishing
"panopticon" which leads to the internalization of gaze. The term gaze refers to being
under observed. It focuses on the transparency so that the people living in and around the
tower cannot let themselves associated with wrong deeds. Besides, here they people are
always watched by an "overseer" but they cannot see him (Foucault 147). I think the
architecture of BanglaVision is to some extent related with this concept as everything is
visible here. Whoever steps into the office can see everyone. It means everyone is
constantly watched by others which is regarded as "gaze' by Foucault and this `gaze' is
controlling the activities of the people associated with this department. Besides, as
Foucault says, there is the presence of internalization of gaze as well. Close circuit
camera, office policies, ideologies, values, use of glasses and mirror can be regarded as
the elements contributing to internalized gaze. Consequently, because of the
internalization of gaze and because of being gazed the people of this office are following
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a particular ideology in case of office behavior which is functioning as an internal gaze,
resulted from being the object of the external gazes and it is leading the people to be the
overseer of them. Basically this aspect of the official "Panopticon" is leading "each
individual thus exercising this surveillance over, and against, himself' (155).
In addition, though all the producers have their personal computer and domain but these
are fully in control of the higher authority and the IT sector can easily access their
domain whenever they want to check the activities of the producer. Moreover, all the
members of the Program Department have a common shared document where everyone
can access that whenever they want. It shows that, the people of this office just have the
illusion of privacy which basically does not exist. Then, they cannot use pen drives
without the help of IT department. These aspects can be considered as gazes which are
controlling the principle of the people working in this office and also forcing them to
follow a particular set of rules.
Apart from these, Foucault also related these concepts of gaze with power and space as
power refers to the control over other's will and gaze helps someone to exercise power.
Besides, this power also provides space and privacy to the powerful person from where
he can be the overseer of others as "space" became "specified and functional" (147). It
means the power holder will get the space to control over others. The of program
department of BanglaVision is not exceptional from this concept. Incase of the program
head, he enjoys the maximum privacy and only he can observe everyone instead of being
constantly watched by others as if he is the guard of the "Panopticon" who is "preventing
people from wrong-doing, taking away their wish to commit wrong. In a word, to make
people unable and unwilling" (154)
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5.2. Looking at the programs : Advertising and Attributes
Television is used for advertising because it works like the movies; it tells stories,
engages the emotions, creates fantasies and can have great visual impact. Because
it's an action medium, it is also good for demonstrating how things work. It brings
brand images to life and adds personality to brands.
(Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty 255)
Though, Din Protidin is an infotainment program but to some extent it can be regarded as
promotional program as well. In the segment of "Ananda Adda" it invites different
personalities and celebrities to talk about themselves and their product. Though, this
segment is conducted in the manner of taking an interview the focus remains on the
promotion of the upcoming or already launched products or events like the relies of an
audio album, film, drama, art exhibition, conference, different national and international
festivals and so on. Here, the guest who is basically an interviewee introduces himself
and shares his thoughts and view point with the audience to promote the product or
events. Sometimes the guests want to promote themselves besides their product which
can be related to the personality promotion method as well. In case of making interview
question I got help from those sites as it has provided lots of information regarding the
guests and their work. However, it should be mentioned that the information are not up to
date and after visiting those site I felt that though these people had started working on
those sites with huge enthusiasm but later on they did not bother to update their profile or
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information. When I was asked to make interview questions for interviewing these
guests, I did not get enough information to do my research before making interview
questions. But it is a matter of relief that before recording the program we talk to the
guests to know about themselves, their work and what type of question they are
comfortable with. It provides the opportunity to finalizing the question with the consent
of the guests as well. In short it can be said that through this "action medium" by adding
"personality" to the product the guests can "demonstrate" the benefit of their product.
Moreover, in the book Launch! Advertising and Promotion in Real Time it is mentioned
that,
It's true that fewer people may be watching TV, especially the major networks,
but TV is still the medium that reaches the greatest number of people at the same
time. That's why advertisers continue to pay top dollar to make and air TV
commercials. But the industry is shifting from the sell-and-tell mindset that
traditionally prevailed in broadcast and print media. The new mindset engages
people in a conversation. This perspective understands that advertising needs to
show customers how a product will satisfy their needs-and do it better than the
competition (Solomon, Cornell, and Nizan 29).
However, the guests are paid by the channel instead of the cycle of payment being the
other way round. This aspect of the channel can be regarded as specialty advertisement.
"Specialty advertising involves the distribution of merchandise (called promotional
products, premiums or swag) to promote awareness of a company. These include coffee
mugs, pens, jackets, and many items that are usually imprinted with a company's name,
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logo, or slogan and given away at trade shows or conferences or in mail campaigns"
(Solomon, Cornell, and Nizan 29). By paying remuneration the channel is basically
advertising itself so that the guests get interested to come back to the channel whenever it
calls them. It is a kind of creating the awareness regarding the channel's usefulness.
Moreover, the channel also distributes coffee mugs to the special guests to show some
extra honor but as the mugs have the logo of BanglaVision, it also creates the opportunity
to promote the channel as well.
One of the principles of advertisement is that when an advertiser wants to use television
as a medium, he designs "a message that takes advantage of its visual and emotional
impact" (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty 256). The guests also do the same thing especially
the singers and artists. The singers usually sing some of the lines of their songs from their
upcoming album. While the artists sometimes try to show some of their paintings and
share their thoughts and feelings behind their work through which they take the
advantage of visual and emotional impact where the gesture and posture also plays a vital
role to grab the attention of the audience.
In case of Lal Golap, it makes different episodes on different events, topics and personal
profiles. However, it also makes episodes on upcoming events like Valentine's Day as
well. Actually, this program chooses its topic on the basis of people's interest and time
demand of specific time. For example, after the death of Steve Jobs, an episode was made
on his life and work as at that time people were highly interested to know about this great
personality. However, this aspect of the program can be considered as a kind of tribute to
his life as well. Moreover, as it has made different episodes on different topics like
Middle East Revolution, hair style, Shahrukh Khan (Bollywood actor), moon lit night,
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pirates of the Sundarbans, crocodile farm and so on; it shows that this program is paying
tribute to different events, personality and professions as well. In the episode of `Hair'
two hair style experts were invited as the guests but one of them was high profile and
other is a normal barber. They shared their experience and thoughts and also talked about
people's feedback on their work. Here, both of them were given same treatment and
through this they were paid tribute for their profession. Same thing goes for the other
guests of other episodes as well, though sometimes the focus of the program remains
different.
As Din Protidin is a regular program and it invites guests on the basis of different
specials day as well, it also pays tribute to different national and international days and
festival. However, in this case the difference between Lal Golap and Din Protidin is that
Lal Golap does not make any episode on any national but on international occasion or
personality. Whereas, Din Protidin invites guests for every national occasion, day, and on
the birthdays or death anniversaries of the prominent national personalities with the
intention of paying tribute. But within the period of my internship no episode was made
on any international personality in Din Protidin.
5.3. Program and Journalistic view
As I have mentioned in the previous chapter that after Rabi Shankar Maitri no interview
question was prepared before interviewing the guests. The producer used to ask the
presenter to talk to the guests in the manner of discussion. In the interview, the producer
used to ask the guests about the questions they want to be asked before taking the new
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shot. However, when I was assigned as an intern I was asked to prepare interview
questions for the guests. It means, the old tradition of preparing questions was revived. In
case of preparing interview questions, I have used the methods taught in my English For
Print Media course. In the introductory chapter of the book Writing for Journalist it is
mentioned that, "if you want to succeed as a writer, you must be prepared to read a lot,
finding good models and learning form them; you must be prepared to think
imaginatively about readers and how they think and feel rather than luxuriate inside your
own comfortable world; you must be prepared to take time practicing, experimenting,
revising" (Hicks 5). As interviewing is not the same as writing reports so I have
considered it as a creative writing where I had to come up with different questions with
the intention of promoting the product and to meet the desire of the audience as well.
Since, television program is different from writing features; there was a little room for
practicing, experiencing and revising. However, in case of finding good models I used to
Google for interviews of others to get ideas from them.
According to Sally Adams, anything can be considered as feature but it demands
"versatility" and it has to be prepared in such a way which will "right for the publication
and the readers" (47). However, in case of Lal Golap and Din Protidin the producer takes
the place of publisher and the audience takes the place of readers. Besides, it also meets
the demand of advertising and pays tribute as well.
Sally Adams has divided the features in four main categories:
"i) profiles
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a) Of individual people, usually based on interviews, which can be; written
in the first person, ghosted or reported (third person) edited down from
atapeintoQ&As in replay to set questions (questionnaire).
If the subject is dead, these becomes obits (written by acquaintance,
admirer, enemy, or cobbled together from clippings.)
b) Of two or more people, or groups; again these can be from interviews, or
clippings-assisted.
Subject can be companies, pop groups, sports teams, orchestras, university
departments, clubs, councils...
ii) Product stories: about one product/round-up of many, described, compared,
tested.
iii) Background features, which put news in context
`News features' are hybrids, somewhere between a straightforward news story
and a feature.
`Color' pieces describe events as they happen; particularly used for funerals
and sporting events.
iv) Opinion pieces:
Leaders/editorials think pieces
Columns
diaries." (49)
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Din Protidin falls under the categories of `profiles', `product stories' and `opinion
pieces'. In addition, Adams also says that, feature is harder to write because "they build
on everything learnt as a news reporter and in addition demand that writers attract and
hold the reader's attention without the benefit of any narrative pull"(47). So, though I was
not preparing the interviews questions for the electronic media instead of print media, I
had to keep the fact of attracting the audience in my mind. I knew that without the
audience's support, a program or channel never gets its desired TRP. Besides, the job was
hard for me as I had to deal with different sectors and in most of the cases I had a little or
no idea about those genres. So, at that time it was really challenging for me to prepare the
questions within a very short time. Here, the time factor really made my job tough since
Din Protidin is a regular program and for every episode one guest is invited and the
major portion of time of pre-production is used to spend in selecting and inviting the
guests. So, before finalizing the guests there was no room to prepare the interview
questions and after finalizing the guest I used to get insufficient time to prepare questions
for several guests at a time. I used to prepare several interview scripts as it is a regular
program. According to the channel's policy the producers used to record several episode
within one day by booking the studio for hours and sometimes for whole day to avoid
risk. At a result, all the guests are called on a particular day and I had to finish my
assignment for that. Moreover, as I was also continuing my university classes beside my
internship, I could not utilize the off time between the time schedules of recordings.
In case of preparing the interview question the basic guide line I had followed is-
• Think
• Focus
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• Have something to say
• Take the reader with you from A-Z
• Choose your words carefully and make them flow (Adams 48)
According to Adams "in ascending order of difficulty, features can inform, help,
entertain, persuade and amuse." In case of "inform" it "ranges in difficulty from
providing coherent and accessible data to offering analysis and promoting
understanding." As to some extent Din Protidin is associated with promotional activities,
while preparing the interview question to "inform" I had to face this range of difficulty
all along. Same thing also stands for the difficulty range to `persuade' in case of
"promoting a reader to try a new hairstyle to convince them to try a new lifestyle." Here,
my job was making such interview question where the audiences get convinced to try
those product introduced by the guests and to achieve these aims I had to use the "words"
by which the interviewee and the audience "feel happy with" (48). Moreover, I had to
consider the "two initial factors" of feature: "time and manageability" (Adams 51) as the
allotted duration for the interview is 10- 15 minutes.
In fact, both Din Protidin and Art Show Lal Golap can be considered as the visual form
of feature as these contain all the contents of feature. First of all these contain interviews,
and also the illustration with movie clips, music and still pictures. Moreover, according to
Sally Adams,
features contents are determined by the brief and split into four categories. First,
information: details on people and things, including facts and background `color'.
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Second, anecdotes. Third quotes. Fourth, assessment, analysis, opinion. All can
co-exist in one paragraph, of course. Then there are sundry devices to add spices
and ways to link contents together (63).
Here, both programs contain information as both of them are infotainment program.
Besides, the facts and background color are also present in both programs as these deals
with factual elements. Then, use of anecdotes and quotations can be seen in both
programs; especially Din Protidin ends with a quotation of a famous personality. And
finally, to `add spices' and `to link the content' together both programs use illustrations
like video clips, music, still pictures and so on. Above all, all these elements can be found
in one episode.
Another interesting aspect of these programs is to same extent it fulfills one of the basic
news formula. In the chapter "Writing News" Hicks mentioned that, one of the most
common formula of traditional news writing is answering Rudyard Kipling's six
questions "(sometimes abbreviated to the five Ws)"-
1) who
2) what
3) how
4) where
5) when
6) why (Hicks 14-15)
In case of dealing with the information and illustrations both the programs go through
these six questions to make these more credible.
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I found that in BanglaVision in case of photojournalism, no ethics is maintained.
According to Paul Martin Lester , "the electronic and political gains can be made by
photographic manipulation because of a naive and trusting public" and this is actually
happening in case of Art Show Lal Golap. To get relevant photos specially the producer
of Lal Golap uses "Google Image " because of which "picture manipulation" happens as
the producer and editor are using those picture by cropping and ignoring the real context
(8). Besides, according to copyright law and journalistic ethics, in case of using any
picture captures by others or information form any source, the user should cite the source
or should give credit to the source . However , Lal Golap does not maintain these
copyright laws even if it collects information and pictures from different sites but it does
not mention about those sources.
5.4. Power play , Propaganda and Censorship
According to Michel Foucault, "power is no longer sabtabtially identified with an
individual who possess or exercises it by right of birth. It becomes a machinery that no
one owns" (156). Besides, he also says , "power will be exercised by virtue of the mere
fact of things being known and people seen in a short of immediate, collective and
anonymous gaze" (154). As Mr. Shafique Rahman is one of the dominating media figures
of Bangladesh, he himself works as the brand for the program Art Show Lal Golap. In
earlier chapter I have already mentioned that it is Mr. Rahman who does all the work of
pre-production work which can be considered as the ultimate example of power play
where Mr. Rahman is holding the ultimate power of how to run the program and the role
of producer is only to direct the camera and collecting relevant still pictures for the `info'
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part of this program. Moreover, the producer cannot even finalize the completion of any
episode when the editing is done without the consent of Mr. Rahman. It shows how
because having the power of being known and the object of "immediate, collective and
anonymous gaze" (154) Mr. Rahman got the space to exercise power over the producer
and channel policy instead of being an outsider. On the other hand in case of Din Protidin
the producer holds the ultimate power and he/she can run the program according to
his/her own wish.
According to Noam Chomsky, the function of media is to "amuse, entertain and inform,
and to inculcate individuals with the values, beliefs, and codes of behavior that will
integrate them into the institutional structures of the larger society" by playing its role in
"systematic propaganda" (1). To some extent Lal Golap and Din Protidin are taking part
in this "systematic propaganda" as by inviting guests from different genres specially from
political field these programs are creating scopes for the guests to convey their belief,
values and thoughts to the common people. Besides, propaganda is one kind of
advertisement where the help of politically correct statement or manipulated truth is taken
to promote any thoughts or values by persuading the people and Din Protidin is doing
almost the same thing while promoting the product introduced by the guests through the
interview session. The producer or the channel never makes it sure whether the
statements of the guests regarding themselves or product are true or not. It is basically
creating rooms for the guests to use twisted or manipulated or politically correct
statements with the intention of promoting their product.
While talking about news filters Chomsky mentioned about the control of the state over
the media companies as these companies "require government license and franchises". As
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a consequence , to avoid the risk of being the "subject of government control or
harassment" ( 13) these media companies try their level best to avoid all the controversial
statements , especially if there is an opportunity of editing . As both Lal Golap and Din
Protidin are recorded programs, BanglaVision takes the advantage of cutting out all the
controversial statement during editing. This aspect of editing can also be related to the
concept of gaze given by Foucault where the state plays the role of "Panopticon " where it
has established the "the power of harassment" as the tool of gazing to control over the
channel which is directing the channel not to telecast any controversial issue or statement.
Constituently, the people working in this channel are directed to follow this policy in case
of making all kinds of programs . As this aspect is working as the tool of censor , which is
regarded as "flak" by Chomsky, to some extent , it can be related with censorship policy
as well because Oaks are used as the filter in case of preventing media to publish
controversial statement or news and to discipline the media (2).
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Chapter: 6
Problems I Have Faced Throughout My Internship
"If you can find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead anywhere."
- Frank A. Clark
Surprisingly, after passing my first two weeks of my internship, I discovered that my
supervisor was not providing me any work to do. As a result I was feeling alienated and
unwanted by her. Besides, I also discovered that there was no opportunity or scope to
work practically in the program I was assigned to because for Din Protidin my supervisor
was already provided with a free-lancer who actually did all the pre-production
preparations. In case of Art Show Lal Golap Mr. Shafiquee Rahman did all the research,
planning, selecting guest and writing script. Moreover, as there was no particular time
schedule for studio recording, most of the time the schedule of Lal Golap contradicted to
my University routine and I did not have any option to join it. Sometimes this
contradiction also happened in case of Din Protidin as well In addition, I did not have
clear conception about television production in practical and consequently when my
supervisor asked me to find out my own work I felt so confused and could not decide
what to do. I became very tensed for my final report of internship where I needed to show
my practical experience. I was feeling very upset watching her being uncooperative
towards me. However, on 22 October 2012 our Head of Program Department, Shamim
Shahed called a meeting for interns where I got the chance to talk about my problems and
after listening to my problems Mr. Shahed instructed my supervisor to provide me work
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so that in future it can be helpful for my professional life. From then I was assigned to
prepare interview questions, script modification and up dating the guest list and episode
list.
Though I thought that this meeting will work like magic, but during my internship I had
experienced that how the rigidity of a supervisor can discourage an intern to express
his/her opinions and hinder in the way of learning. My first assignment was preparing
interview question for Dr. Nashid Kamal regarding the birthday of Abbasuddin (folk
singer) for Din Protidin. After assuring that the guests is comfortable with the questions I
had placed it in the auto script. During the interview session the producer (Ms. Mukta)
wanted to ask different question but the guests liked my one the most as she could see
those questions in the auto script. After that she asked me to give the printed copy of the
questions instead of placing it in auto script (see Appendix 1). Surprisingly, I found out
that, she was not interested to follow the questions that I had prepared without letting me
know even though I had always shown her the question before printing it out and
sometimes she used to ask me to rewrite. For example, I was asked to prepare interview
question for Bipul Raihan, son of martyr Jahir Raihan regarding Martyred Intellectuals
Day. I had prepared the interview questions in advance and handed it to Mr. Jamal
Uddin, assiatant of Ms. Mukta. However, after the recording when I asked Ms. Mukta
whether she followed the questionnaire or not she told me that it was too complicated to
use that. However, For some reason another co-producer named Prasun Borua always
accepted and followed my questionnaire and even used to ask me to come up with new
question instantly while the interview session went on. But Ms. Mukta was never
satisfied with my questionnaire and she never used any of those. Gradually I realized that
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if I would have gotten a co-operative supervisor, I could have learnt more and I could
have explored my talents.
Sample of interview question prepared for Bipul Raihan is given below-
zit T C P Its C T 11 Ott aye ^, ^, ^ i c^re^ ^t ^at^ r cc^r
Ott f c^ CT c c i tee °,zr w c^?rt i ^ag^ ^s ^ ^1 FRPt
Awrtr4-4ta'-aCFO" ,Q ifu?r, ^s^ ftOVA
•a arra as 2a a fay Ufa k `Stop Genocide' cat aft7F Zy^
^ a ^r rd fa c^T Tff rq sra3 f)^ PT7 ^. f ra i a
ZTTffm-qar rf?
• er r Z) ^ a ^ ^f ^a 2^fd pfd a3e Ufa f ^e^r
a r I S T T a P (1(4 1' 1?T grsr c41 a 3 f ca d
cam?
• TFTaI1I fftaf^FrcWf ?
• ar c-r kq T7g mrz T - gear 7 ' 1T
c^ mar a a^ ^ ^ c^rcaf^? ^r^rar a T1t T
z7off a z-• ^ d air aae -, 5 T t q a ^ 74T - 7 -\ ! ) - , a 1 c a area a 1 T 1 1 1
?
• F c^a a d`1 ^ a ^asr i a arr^rra 119 fl r fq^ ?
• Tq--Tz^. 8° aka Sra3 aT^ f rca as h fk7 f54if i a ^Jr ra (E;^ aac as
r y e a ire -r T c a t EFSTTS^ffg W ( t ( I . t ter ?
• r f rC aroma arf ar f 1Nf ?
Figure 16: Interview questions prepared for Bipul Raihan
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Apart from these, as Ms. Mukta has always discourages me to learn about different
technical aspect (like Time code/ TC set) and used to asked me to do less important work
like updating the guest list or episode list or phone numbers; as an assistant of Ms.
Mukta, I could not gather enough experience to smoothen my future professional life.
Besides, every organization has a particular style of office language like phone culture
(where the producer calls the guest by using a particular style of langue) and I was
supposed to learn it. But she did not show any interest to teach me these aspects of the
office by giving the excuse of office policy where as I have seen other interns were
learning it and applying it practically.
Here, one point should be mentioned and that is my supervisor had an Assistant, Jamal
Uddin who had been working even before my joining. He basically did all the work
except directing. At the beginning of the internship I was told to work with our supervisor
and learn how to deal with program making. However, as Mr. Uddin was already
working for her and preparing everything, I basically did not get any opportunity to work
and my supervisor also did not show any concern about my learning. However, I started
to observe all the activities of this office and trying to get the concept of working. The
fact is, media is such a place where people of different characters work together.
Everyone is in a competition to do well and secure the job. The common aspect of media
office is, to be successful either a person has to know how to manipulate other to get the
better job or else he/she will be manipulated. So, as Mr. Uddin had the intention to be a
permanent employee, he wanted to show that he could work well and did let me do or
learn properly. Because it might have been a matter of prestige for him as well as he had
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been working in this office for more than one year but still he could not achieve a strong
position. However, because of being an intern I was directly in contact with Mr. Shamim
Shahed, Program Head of the Program Department. So, if I could have proved my
caliber, probably I would have been offered to assist any program and it is not a matter
which can be easily accepted by him. As a consequence he was not co-operating at all
and indirectly was manipulating me and his manipulation was enhanced because of the
ignorance of my supervisor.
In case of gathering experience regarding editing, it was necessary to join the editing
panel. However, though the timing of editing was fixed but the editors used to start it late
or earlier. That is why most of the time I could not be a part of the editing panel.
However, I could manage to participate in the editing of some of the episodes of Lal
Golap and Din Protidin.
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Chapter 07
Conclusion
"Success is not final , failure is not fatal : it is the courage to continue that counts."
- Winston Churchill (qtd. in Harris, Hayes 221)
In one word I want to say that though I could not finish my internship the way I wanted
to but I believe it was just a bad phase of my life and because of this I will not stop
admiring my dream . So, I am determined to start a new beginning where I will definitely
work hard to make my dreams come true. On a positive note, I had enjoyed my internship
all along because through this internship I have learned some tactics of directing and
process of dealing with multiple cameras . Moreover, it also let me to experience a new
world of creativity which is different from the theoretical world. Above all, I got the
chance to relate my theoretical knowledge with practical work which has helped me to
enrich my knowledge because of this internship.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Interview question prepared for Dr. Nashid Kamal focousing the anniversary of
Abbasuddin:
f ;OTT^^ W i are na 70tia ;317F o73 v r1, Zfa-tea
sic RT fmT Td a F-Ta c9T -ia a err acf cxr^ TaT c 6TrI a f a Zlrss
ZmT^ mar r atATbz T pia ( 1 -,-, nif^ i
• aIr Tfrit^c1I tr^zlr a Tr-4d WTT ffFgfT
• ^a 3T f-Tei P-k q7l
• 3 ^ t ^ a TT fi^ff a f tai ^a^a3 Rem f era
a q7i
• -qT m (i 1 ^. . Bre d 2fl 1 (tN MST, TC-d 4m ff (Q TCd
,107 7W zl ^ Zagrq 1l I a -lW Ttd a 1
• 5T9fq f 3 G-5r o f fr fii -\59-93 Ra a -9T;Siq 3rr f^FK
cam?
TT;q 3TTN zl cf( 'ra @ W " Nf 97 1 ?•
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Appendix 2
Sample cue sheet ofArt Show Lal Golap:
Ck: 1^, i9)o»
C t : ^var^o»
':Z71Z lvq z6 C wtc i JTO- ? C T1 to Cxtt vfM c tt°ft't I
'^ftC^tZ' Ftstf i C "t'i G AT I '8'"VV`1f4il^ -T CqM
fr i o qIiGk-I I V;m f4", f v l.1 r 7cqr.Tcq f i n f i i
VCWff I "W (fl fl t WI tuft : Wl\ttR5,qs 1'' I
c f ^t l ate t wtz^rl^ i 'S i ^ ^ tt I
w *"-u Ift f4 Cb tozl iq KA f f \zi cst^ \Se F4..47
'4-I ,q 1C3 tt ^ "tJ I
' 1 : j c II
F4
, trod I Cst'talG1 ei' -iqtegtz t'
4" f4-10 ttw I
Csi 1 Ci I G Iqs 7cqrdF *C4 t WM lq'N^ fu. i-
I
t F'izd It dt I WCc t ^ ^ X17 I
C ^ WCWFRCq olit 7cd x" I Cb 1 C5 aq f f^MC C5
f 0 -to c ltcrt I art't^t^t c^ t ^t^t t ^f tc^ i
lz% C\tkk it 7 C6 'Odt I
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C5
FWT
k' J T fl I
WtDtdf WedIt T I
a Wt'tc^d f ^e^ ^rtcat etc c i -^^ ^ 1 I ^ I
G1 4 k ^tc°^tb^t I F k I
C1
W
a w0tc. C iit-^ 4 I ^t'r^tdt fi
^ c ^ I 'S'V
im cji^ c T TIt w m 7m I c i I -4Mt \811-m\ 9T ^?[G ( 9 (?l
ChT 119tc^i I qm eftmq ft oft?I I \3114 w-nfq I c
ircic-t vii a-,q cq 1 ^t 7 W^ t 1 f ^ c 7cva c, 12qcu
C I f4 f4 .tom I
f 8 : f4t sf 1
zvqt qtT;l I za QttT;T, f-m-W qt;F I
o.-ils *% ,n6 I
uC" u
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Appendix 3
Sample Info-sheet ofArt Show Lal Golap:
t cstMt9t t f
C 4046 ^ ^ ) , 1 t^),o)^
c t wm VC1t a-.P, Viiibm vk"7 `t tcd i CMS Drat
i rte stiYI T i a ie I c kkl i
f^ ^ wt I i r r 'Kqcw c 'tt i s tcaxri W vk m wlt r r AM 4 t
jrst eza1 wt " ,V ,8 f4 A uq--7 a- Z?tC9t c;tF1,qk l i lm - -cG sprdHi '2M ^ r i
c^rc^a i wtc^rt^^arG r a 9 r a c k r-r t a f I Lq i^t
f 4 t c M -qof ' CiF, 9m. ^ . m C " r. CO 1
015 77 cM11.11 t Or" Lq f r 9tGxv spill-11 I VM
ckkt ' 3 r If -tkcq i 3?11f i c c;tPtat-ita ^? 'o rdra -Qfl vck I
spi-Vil ' rt \5 qsmval c C 1 z ; i 1 5 v k m 9t1 I A f G
rxt 's tf ► dt ^
t : fq5 '°q7t'K WO
cjtpkkk qW(iq Lqf ITT w1 4 Sara Ott ZG?TG^2 eft I
'Afafsr- a 7
v
g7 5ft I w1G;4f?Ta1 ve" t rt-^ 'A f4 fir, q*
vu t 9t ^ ^c?rz^ aft ^ i
sty f w A* -,qt ^ Mst k-rtff0kmi f^tdt fir,
i, t tiTt r 1 VkMtC t c4 Mst " 3••TW9tt ,
, z wtqt;T wt , wtmrt Wt" t Lq-;qe c" fon t i If t ve-7t
",Ate-1 tqW I I I
L q t wficufra f l f d \3 f6tt' C 6. 187qtiT f -18 cast C i
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Appendix 4
Sample Subtitle sheet of Art Show Lal Golap:
r cstlait9t
,q4:
c\ kt 'tit t'! f c wt clk wtt'9 I
Vt !", tom, l^ f. cmik!
2^-It!
I!
1! 4 t !
c cp !
wte rZ. c^c^ !
cam!
;.qt ,q f<" t c't if I q T.P 0,000 7;q "
e^rlm,^tfaIT^ f *f^w I
`1 mt art 'r...
-Ii" f a" EfRT \:11c f qMCK I
WV;Ot 7t' f*r I
1 oc-IfO IN V-tff Gt i t tt t f470. -i 1 I
$rt, avt amt c -.q^qtftt I S6t Y t Quo I V*M
wt c 2l1W 1M c S^ at c^ aw
V-t 's1W I WM Cwt t^K f ffi?1 ^qm I
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Z^fo ^t c ^ ^lfi r WK I
-JMW i cwt fir...
,.-41l1 wt"v wt
a 1 . ayt 9ttO,
wtf i t boo A.TW ^ooo I f wtf* ciot WA...
* w t ft w rt cgc^t-c^z?r, - c^ wt i i
wR Rmlot It C;45 cffc4?
\4 fw;q vt f f i
vl,t^ O jt c , f k c , f - I ff t 3KM mr w t c i t c f t fkw
wtu1 cvt1t-T^qm i
wt t caZtcd cWUr '17tsr xt yt ....
4CWJR ter....
\N 1;q ut-I lz tf emq q t t I
cwt Fm cTt^ wlzst wtYtt cwt i
c9, 0 car c ri r...
fort I
C;44 o4 KqTw 9tt^ t 1 FmaqTIK i
t4fio Im qmts I
iwt qmN
wffu f4 \b l^5t r i ct i
ft" i f -.fft "f n, Avc- I i
wit T-1?r VV Vca 1
C5
wtfr f VtiT of% 1 1t ' ....
wtfsr
wtutiT ITCq fat....
Ott iwlc P it aye lifzG0
c c
wft mm fras"
wmm Wt cls ? wtz 1^ K 9tt* I
4I
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cwt J^A lk I
^ t m..f At f-pm f G, VIM cq^ (.-11 11
99t^....llwzqftq^
t^...
Tt i
eft^
art wmcv^ " c6" cdc^c^^....
cwt faitsi dtcq I
c t4 f^9t^d tt ^ I
911'11'/1
ct^i
awtct^f : f^ i 1 'ttc^ c i
vil" n 's rt MIS lai"...
N vtf*pq I
ttl 21t 9ttb tit cIIt" -RP ^,
.PJIRRII-I wk tr i
' Zoft mot...
wtfvqs
c^r^ t fed wt^tc '9tcd b 'tC 1 tcQ^ i
ttra^ , cam,
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,scf t
t.q f"t i
-A-4k vw 1wil C"
ci ^t cwt i
vgm\5 '5 t
9
L*f W.Tcstt ,wm i"maf cFgArov.[^ i
aT f -w Ft i rat i1 t t i
a tiT ' of i
^ wiu\:Ntt I
q
1I' c41 "tRf^ I
wtutz a cc 5 k A-;!^ c I
'I04 tct wft VITF ch''t t I7 1
C51
", Alq;T C51 9tMT I
Lqvt cart lT1 A" I
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